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 The Ocean Prediction Center (OPC) and Alaska Region 
have large, data sparse domains.
 New satellites (Himawari-8 and GOES-16) are or will 
be integrated into current forecast operations.
 New polar products such as Hyperspectral Infrared 
Soundings are being introduced to forecasters to better 
assess the synoptic to mesoscale environments.
 AIRS
 IASI
 CrIS/ATMS processed through the NOAA Unique Combined 
Atmospheric Processing System (NUCAPS), 
 This project seeks to improve forecaster identification 
of the onset of a hurricane-force wind event as it relates 
to OPC high seas and Alaska Region nearshore forecast 
responsibilities.
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 First case study is the Adak Island, AK (Aleutian 
Islands) extreme wind event in mid-December 
2015.
 Winds sustained around 87 mph with a gust to 122 mph
 Central pressure:  924 mb
 Mallory Cato (SLU) compared NUCAPS, AHI WV 
bands, Air Mass RGB, and Ozone products to 
identify the precursors to this extreme event.
 Other storms will be added using the OPC Story 
map (50 hurricane-force NPAC systems in the 
2015-2016 winter).




How can integrating satellite data imagery and derived 
products help forecasters improve prognosis of rapid 
cyclogenesis and hurricane-force wind events?
Phase I – Identifying stratospheric air intrusions
 Water Vapor – 6.2, 6.9, 7.3 μm channels
 Airmass RGB Product
 AIRS, IASI, NUCAPS total column ozone & ozone 
anomaly
 ASCAT (A/B) and AMSR wind data
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• Stratospheric air intrusions  +PV  Explosive cyclogenesis 
 Hurricane-force winds
• Single Water Vapor channels supply forecasters with 
information about jet stream interactions and tropopause 
folds
• Not complete!
• Potential in RGB Airmass + ozone products to identify 
stratospheric air intrusions
• Case studies
• Use for real-time events
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• Build instructional toolkit for OPC and Alaskan WFOs
• More real-time use
• How to use Airmass RGB + Ozone as supplementary 
data for stratospheric air intrusions
• Apply this to GOES-R


